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In The Light of Remembrance ~ dedicated to Pippa Bacca 

It is for women to remind themselves, to realise their inner power, for Pippa 

Bacca’s inner message remains that the unity of all people men and women 

wherever they are in this diverse world. 

If a woman is thought of as second class or the servant of man there is no 

humanity, no unity.  

Dedicated to Pippa Bacca and to all the women around the world who died, 

oppressed by men. 

  



 
 

About Giuseppina Pasqualino di Marineo, known as Pippa Bacca (9 December 

1974 – 31 March 2008): 

She was an Italian feminist artist who, together with a fellow artist, 

was hitchhiking internationally to promote world peace under the motto, "marriage 

between different peoples and nations", symbolically wearing a wedding dress during 

her trek.  Bacca was part of a world peace effort known as "Brides on Tour," for 

which she and fellow artist Silvia Moro had departed from Milan, Italy on 8 March 

2008. The artists, wearing white wedding dresses, then travelled through the Balkans 

and arrived in Turkey on 20 March 2008. They had planned to hitchhike through the 

Middle East, their final destination being Jerusalem. Bacca and her companion split 

up just prior to arriving in Istanbul, planning to meet up again in Beirut.  Concerning 

their attire, they reported on their website that "That's the only dress we'll carry along 

— with all stains accumulated during the journey."  

However, Bacca disappeared after 31 March.  Bacca's raped, naked, strangled and 

decomposing body was found near some bushes near Gebze, about 40 miles 

southeast of Istanbul on 11 April 2008. 
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About Gamze Seber: 

Gamze Seber is a Turkish born director, performer, actress and as well as yoga teacher and 
spiritual healer. 

Gamze was awarded Masters in Law from Vienna University in 2007 and she subsequently 
pursued a PhD in Human Rights Law. However, she soon realised that the most potent way 
to express her strongly-held views on all kinds of social inequality shall be through art, which 
prompted her to abandon her career in Law.  

Fascinated by the diverse qualities of movements, she studied Tao-Vinyasa, Chi Gong and 
Yin Yoga. Recently she graduated from a Ayurvedic Yoga and Meditation Teacher Training 
Programme in India for delving deeper in understanding the mind and body interconnections. 
She continues another yoga teacher training program at Triyoga in London. She trained 
physical Theatre at CGSM (Contemporary Performing Arts Centre) in Istanbul with the Ecole 
Jacques Lecoq`s teachers with the collaboration of ESAD (Paris City High Conservatory). 

She trained with great teachers such as Jean Claude Cotillard, Yves Marc and Jason Turner. 

She studied at London School of Performing Arts with a half scholarship. She integrates 
physical theatre with yoga and energy work to bring a different approach in to the acting with 
movement and voice. She gives workshops called Awareness of Your Creativity and 
organizes Soul Alignment Retreats. 

Gamze’s beliefs in the power of art to act as a catalyst for social change have culminated in 
her debut video art piece entitled Breath (2015) for which she was awarded a special prize 
(Video Art Performance) in the 7th International Passion for Freedom Festival, London. 
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